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1. [adjective] Cosmetic surgery is not always succeed successful. 

2. [adjective] Cosmetic surgery is not save safe. Customers suffer a lot of complications 
afterwards. 

3. [adjective] I believe that nature natural beauty is the most beautiful. 

4. [adverb] So, you must think very careful carefully about it. 

5. [choice] As a girl, you are consider concerned  too much about your appearance. 

6. [choice] Can you offer afford  the expensive price of undergoing eyelids operation? 

7. [choice] We should not pay too much attention on our outlook look / appearance. Rather, 
we should pay attention to our behaviour. 

8. [gerund] I suggest you to consider considering more seriously all the options. 

9. [gerund] Is appear appearing more Western equal to being beautiful? 

10. [infinitive] My advice is do not to do this eyelids operation. 

11. [infinitive] My suggestion on how students’ self-esteem could be improved is to  bring 
them to visit the special schools for the handicapped. 

12. [noun] Cosmetic surgery has certain amount of dangerous dangers. 

13. [noun] If you are beautiful, you can have more self-confident confidence. 

14. [order] You Your parents’ ideas about operations on the eyelids should concern your 
parents’ ideas about operations on the eyelids you. 

15.  [p.p.] I am very unhappy to hear that you decided to undergo eyelids operation. It makes 
me so shock shocked. 

16. [passive] If you change your look, many boys will attract be attracted by you. 

17. [passive] Many tragedies cause are caused by unscrupulous surgeons who have no 
license. 

18.  [preposition] Everyone was jealous of you. Westerners are jealous of us Chinese. So, 
why bother to make ourselves look Western? 

19. [pronoun] After operation, you will not be you anymore. It is not the real face of you 
yours. 

20. [rewrite] Everything first think is money problem. Every time, we should think of the 
money problem first. 

21. [spelling] Cosmetic surgery is a kind of treating cheating. You will betray your heart, 
treating cheating yourself and all the people around you. 

22. [spelling] You should pay more afford effort in becoming a person with great personality, 
not just in great appearance. 

23. [subject] Have you met anything fun in Canada? If you do so have, write me something. 

24. [uncountable] After reading all my advices advice, do you still want to undergo eyelid 
operations? 

25. [verb] If you really want to undergo your eyelids operation, you need to ready prepare 
for it. 

 


